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Recall: Key strategic decisions faced by managers

 Decision 1: Digital business channel priorities

 Decision 2: Market and product development strategies

 Decision 3: Positioning and differentiation strategies

 Decision 4: Business, service and revenue models

 Decision 5: Marketplace restructuring

 Decision 6: Supply-chain management capabilities

 Decision 7: Internal knowledge management capabilities

 Decision 8: Organizational resourcing and capabilities



Making decisions
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Role of knowledge

• Managers need knowledge to make good decisions 
and recognize business opportunities. 

• The way a business gathers, shares and exploits 
knowledge can be central to its ability to develop 
successfully

Knowledge is a familiarity, awareness or 
understanding of someone or something, such as 
facts, information, descriptions, or skills, which is 
acquired through experience or education by 
perceiving, discovering, or learning. 



Knowledge and decision making
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Data

• Data refers to information in raw or unorganized form that 

refer to, or represent, conditions, ideas, or objects

• Data is limitless and is present everywhere in the universe

• EXAMPLE OF DATA

0202656788, Smith,123 King St, London, UK, J



Source of data for companies prior to the arrival of the 
mainstream internet  



1. Interviews

Notes

Voice recorder



2. Observations

Observer



3. Surveys



4. Focus groups



5. Secondary data

Example of sources of secondary data: Agencies such as industry 

bodies, government agencies, libraries and local councils



6. Retrieval from your own database

This is associated with 
business transactions like 
maintaining the general 
ledger (book keeping), 
payroll, billing, inventory 
management, etc. 



Interview and Focus groups sdata



Survey data



Customer database



Information 

• Data that is (1) accurate and timely, (2) specific and 
organized for a purpose, (3) presented within a context that 
gives it meaning and relevance, and (4) can lead to an 
increase in understanding and decrease in uncertainty.

• Information isn’t just data that’s been neatly filed away, it 
has to be ordered in a way that gives meaning and context.

• Information provides answers to "who", "what", "where", 
and "when" questions



INFORMATION

0202656788, Smith,123 King St, London, UK, JDATA

John Smith
123 King Street
London, United Kingdom
(020) 2656788



INFORMATION

DATA



Where does knowledge come from?

Knowledge answers "how" questions



Data explosion

The arrival of the mainstream internet in the 1990s 
expanded business capabilities and the role of 
information systems to a global system of interaction.







Easily available data……….

Analysis done by using customer reviews scraped from a review platform



Customer reviews scrapped from a website



BIG DATA

What is Big data?
Big data is a buzzword, or catch-phrase, used to describe a massive volume of both structured and unstructured 
data that is so large that it's difficult to process using traditional database and software techniques.
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SOURCES OF BIG DATA

Increasing number of machines that sense
X

Data collected by each device
=

More Data

Highly-structured organizational data (ERP System data etc.)

People Data generated by people for 
example on social media, in-app activity, etc



Main Characteristics of Big data



• Every 1.2 years, the volume of business data globally doubles, MIT Sloan 
reported.

• Looking at the above figures one can easily understand why the name 'Big Data' 
is given and imagine the challenges involved in its storage and processing.

1. VOLUME



2. VARIETY

• Various formats, types, and structures

• Text, numerical, images, audio, 
video,time series, etc



3. VELOCITY

• Increasing speed at 

which big data is 

created 

• This means high speed 

of processing is required

• Slow processing means 

missed opportunities



4. VERACITY

• This is concerned with 

uncertainty (provenance and 

reliability) related to big data

• As any volume, variety and 

velocity increase, the veracity 

(confidence or trust in the 

data) drops

• It is important to ensure 

accuracy, reliability of the 

data source, and consider 

context 

• within analysis, and how 

meaningful it is to the analysis 

based on it ???



Google Flu Trends: A case of Big Data gone bad



5. VALENCE

• Simply put Valence refers to 

Connectedness. 

• Data items are often directly connected to 

one another. 

• A city is connected to the country it 

belongs to. 

• Two Facebook users are connected 

because they are friends. 

• An employee is connected to his work 

place. 

• Data could also be indirectly connected

• For a data collection valence measures the 

ratio of actually connected data items to the 

possible number of connections that could 

occur within the collection. 



FOCUS ON VALUE

• The five Vs present a challenging dimensions of 

big data namely, size, complexity, speed, quality, 

and connectedness. 

• Processing big data must bring about value from 

insights gained.

• Value is the ability to convert Big Data 

information into financial reward. 

• For example, if you find a relationship between 

two products at a point of sale, you can 

recommend them to customers at a website or 

put the products next to each in a store.



Categories Of 'Big Data'

1. Structured data

Data that is organized in a table format



Categories Of 'Big Data'

2. Semi-structured

Semi-structured data has some structured form but it is not organized in a table format.



Categories Of 'Big Data'

3. Unstructured

Data that doesn’t fit neatly in a table format 



As data complexity increases, 
more advanced tools and 
software are required to access 
information





Descriptive analytics

• Descriptive analytics summarize raw data and make it 

something that is interpretable by humans. 

• They are analytics that describe the past- any point of time 

that an event has occurred, whether it is one minute ago, or 

one year ago. 

e.g. Number of visitors on your website each day in the 

last three months



Descriptive analytics



Diagnostic Analytics 

• Diagnostic Analytics is a  form of advanced analytics 

which examines data or content to answer the question 

“Why did it happen?”

• Diagnostic analytics takes a deeper look at data to attempt 

to understand the causes of events and behaviors.

e.g. Checking whether your social media activity relates with the number 

of visitors on your website each day in the last three months

Social media activity Number of visitors on your website

?



Diagnostic Analytics 



Predictive analytics

• Predictive analytics tells what is likely to happen.

• Predictive analytics provide estimates about the likelihood 

of a future outcome. 

• It is important to remember that no statistical algorithm can 

“predict” the future with 100% certainty.        

e.g. Predictive analytics can help a telecom company, for instance, to 

identify the subscribers who are most likely to reduce their spend



Predictive analytics



Predictive models

• Predictive modeling is a commonly used statistical 
technique to predict future behavior.

• Predictive models are models of the relation between the 
specific performance of a unit in a sample and one or more 
known attributes or features of the unit. 

• The objective of the model is to assess the likelihood that a 
similar unit in a different sample will exhibit the specific 
performance. 



Prescriptive analytics

• Prescriptive analytics is the area of business analytics 

dedicated to finding the best course of action for a given 

situation.

• Prescriptive analytics goes beyond predicting future outcomes 

by also suggesting actions to benefit from the predictions and 

showing the implications of each decision option

• Prescriptive analytics incorporates both structured and 

unstructured data, and uses a combination of advanced analytic 

techniques

Google’s self-driving car is an example of prescriptive 

analytics in action. The vehicle makes millions of 

calculations on every trip that help the car decide when 

and where to turn, whether to slow down or speed up, and 

when to change lanes

http://www.destinationcrmblog.com/2014/04/02/self-driving-cars-business-intelligence-bi/




Machine learning

• Machine learning enables building of analytic models that 
learn from data. 

• Machine learning in the world of big data, huge data sets, 
needs the ability to apply complex algorithms in a cost 
effective way.

• It helps with the development of fast and efficient 
algorithms for real-time processing of data with as a main 
goal to deliver accurate predictions of various kinds. 





Supervised learning

= +



Unsupervised learning



Dashboarding

• Dashboarding is an act of consolidating and arranging numbers, 
metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) on a single screen. 

• A dashboard is a page which provides a single view of a 
component or complete business. 

• With interactive visualisations that link to each other, users are 
able to uncover behaviours and insights in their data. 





Advantages of Dashboards

• Gives executives, managers and analysts convenient 
immediate access to key performance metrics

• On demand, accurate and relevant information in line with 
business priorities

• Focused identification of problems, inefficiencies or 
negative trends for immediate action and improved 
performance 



Best Practices for Building Effective

Dashboards

1. Thoughtful Planning

 Know your audience

 Consider display size

 Plan for fast load times



Best Practices for Building Effective

Dashboards

2. Informed Design

 Leverage the sweet spot

 Limit the number of views & colors

 Add interactivity to encourage exploration

 Eliminate clutter
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Too many views are not recommended



Recommended: two to three views
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Recommended



Role of Big data in decision making

• Because of big data, managers 

can measure, and hence know, 

radically more about their 

businesses.

• This knowledge can directly  

be translated into improved 

decision making and 

performance.

• Big Data is the next frontier 

for innovation, competition, 

and productivity.



EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

1. Targeting Customers

• Big data is used to better understand potential customers 
and their behaviors and preferences. 

• Expanding traditional data sets with social media data, 
browser logs as well as text analytics and sensor data 
provides a more complete picture of customers. 



EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

2. Product improvement

Big Data can also help you understand how consumers perceive 
your products so that you can improve them. 
For example: Analysis of unstructured social media text allows 
you to uncover the perceptions of your customers and even 
segment those in different geographical locations or among 
different demographic groups.



EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

4. New products and services

Perhaps the most interesting use of big data analytics is to 
create new products and services for customers. Online 
companies have done this for a decade or so, but now 
predominantly offline firms are doing it too. GE, for example, 
has made a major investment in new service models for its 
industrial products using big data analytics.



Big data Use SUCCESS: Netflix

• Being able to visualise data and gather valuable 

insights is key to Netflix’s success

• They are able to adjust algorithms, address insights and 
solve problems easily and efficiently

• Data on viewing habits: are pivotal data points for predicting 
consumer behaviour. 

• time of day a movie or TV show was watched, 
• time spent selecting movies, and even 
• how often playback was stopped.

• They started with analysing consumers and provide them 
with relevant and personalised content

• They eventually started using data to create shows: e.g. 
House of Cards.

https://medium.com/swlh/how-netflix-uses-big-data-
20b5419c1edf

https://medium.com/swlh/how-netflix-uses-big-data-20b5419c1edf


EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

5. Business environment scanning

Success not only depends on how you run your company. Social 
and economic factors are crucial for your accomplishments as 
well.  Predictive analytics, fueled by Big Data allows you to scan 
and analyze newspaper reports or social media feeds so that 
you permanently keep up to speed on the latest developments 
in your industry and its environment.



EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

6. Predicting customer attrition

• Customer attrition (customer churn) is the loss of customers.

• Through Big Data companies can create predictive models to 
understand who will attrite to competitors and who will remain loyal

• Example:
By looking at customer banking behavior and integrating 100+ 
variables, American Express has come up with predictive models to 
understand who will attrite to competitors and who will remain loyal. 



EXAMPLES OF WAYS COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT FROM BIG DATA

7. Real time solutions
Many large organizations are seeking both faster and better 

decisions with big data, and they’re finding them.

Example
Caesars, a leading gaming company has embraced big data 
analytics for faster decisions. For example, Caesars has found 
that if a new customer to its loyalty program has a run of bad 
luck at the slots, it’s likely that customer will never come back. 
But if it can present, say, a free meal coupon to that customer 
while he’s still at the slot machine, he is much more likely to 
return to the casino later. The key, however, is to do the 
necessary analysis in real time and present the offer before the 
customer turns away in disgust with his luck and the machines 
at which he’s been playing.

Faster and better decisions


